While the explosion of on-line information has brought new opportunities for nding and using electronic data, it has also brought to the forefront the problem of isolating useful information and making sense of large multidimensional information spaces. In response to this problem, we have developed an approach to building data \tour guides," called FindMe systems. These programs know enough about an information space to be able to help a user navigate through it, making sure that the user not only comes away with items of useful information but also insights into the structure of the information space itself. In these systems, we have combined ideas of instance-based browsing, structuring retrieval around the critiquing of previously retrieved examples; and retrieval strategies, knowledgebased heuristics for nding relevant information. We illustrate these techniques with examples of working FindMe systems, and describe the similarities and di erences between them.
Introduction
What do buying a car, selecting a video, renting an apartment, choosing a restaurant, and picking out a stereo system have in common? They are all tasks that require an individual to pick from a large collection of similar items one which best meets that person's unique needs and tastes. Because there are many interacting features of each item to consider, such selection tasks typically require substantial knowledge to perform well. Our aim is to build systems that can help users perform such tasks, even when they do not have a lot of speci c knowledge. Our approach, called assisted browsing, combines searching and browsing with knowledge-based assistance.
Suppose you want to rent a video. You are in the mood for something like Back The aim of assisted browsing is to allow simpli ed access to information along a multitude of dimensions and from a multitude of sources. Since browsing is the central metaphor, we avoid as much as possible forcing users to create speci c queries. Knowledge-based retrieval strategies can be employed to consider all of the dimensions of the information and present suggestions that lead the user's search in reasonable directions. We have implemented our assisted browsing approach in a series of systems called FindMe systems. They are Car Navigator: Selecting a new car, Video Navigator & PickAFlick: Choosing a rental video, RentMe: Finding an apartment, Entree: Selecting a restaurant, Kenwood: Con guring a home audio system. We see the FindMe approach as applicable to any domain in which there is a large, xed set of choices and in which the domain is su ciently complex that users would probably be unable to fully articulate their retrieval criteria. In these kinds of areas, person-to-person interaction also takes the form of trading examples, because people can easily identify what they want when they see it. Figure 1 shows the entry point for Entree, a restaurant guide for the city of Chicago. Users can pick from a set of menu options to describe what they are looking for in a restaurant: a casual seafood restaurant for a large group, for example, or they can, as shown here, type in the name of a restaurant in some other city for which they are seeking a local counterpart.
---- Figure 1 goes here ---- Figure 1 : The initial screen for Entree
The system retrieves restaurants in the Chicago area that are considered to be similar to the user's choice of Boston's \Legal Seafood," the top contender being \Bob Chinn's Crabhouse" as shown in Figure 2 . The user can now continue to browse the space of restaurants by using any of the seven tweaks, modi cations to the example. The user can ask for a restaurant that is nicer, or less expensive, one that is either more traditional or more creative, one that is quieter or more lively, and also has the option of looking for a similar restaurant but with a di erent cuisine. This example shows some of the kind of intelligent assistance and other interface techniques that are used in FindMe systems: Similarity-based retrieval: As has frequently been found in other information retrieval contexts, it is useful to allow a user to retrieve new items that are similar to an example currently being viewed 12, 14] . We found that in most cases overall similarity of features was a poor metric for providing examples, because users attached di erent signi cance to features depending on their goals. For example, if your goal is to buy a car that will pull a big trailer, you will weight engine size more heavily when comparing cars than other features such as passenger leg room. So, the system should regard engine size as more signi cant in assessing similarity in this context. Tweaking: Browsing is typically driven by di erences: if a user were totally satis ed with the particular item being examined he or she would stop there. But, an unsatisfactory item itself can play a useful role in articulating the user's goals. For example, if you are looking for a science ction movie to rent, you might look at Terminator II, but think \That would be good, but it's too violent for my kids." The examination of a particular example can bring to mind a new feature, such as level of violence, that becomes an explicit part of further search.
Retrieval using high-level categories: The menus in the Entree interface present abstract categories that are likely to be of interest to the user, not the speci c low-level features found in the system's data. For example, if the user asks for a seafood restaurant with a casual atmosphere, Entree must use knowledge of what \casual" means in the context of the database to create a query { restaurants are not described by degree of casualness.
Multiple similarity metrics: Although not shown in the above example, Entree also incorporates several di erent similarity metrics used in di erent contexts. If the user asks for a \very expensive" restaurant, instead of using this feature to retrieve, Entree actually invokes a di erent similarity metric, one that does not consider price. Essentially, we interpret the user's request as meaning \Money no object."
Multiple similarity metrics also let a FindMe system arrive at several di erent suggestions, relevant for di erent reasons.
Although not present in Entree, there are other categories of interaction we have found useful:
Explanations of trade-o s: Users, especially in unfamiliar domains, may fail to understand certain inherent trade-o s in the domain they are exploring. A car buyer might not understand the trade-o between horsepower and fuel e ciency, and attempt to search for a high-powered car that also gets 50 miles to the gallon.
Browsing using low-level features: Some of our early systems allows users to browse using direct manipulation of the low-level features by which data elements were described. We found in informal evaluations that few users took advantage of these capabilities.
These mechanisms are part of a dialogue between system and user in which the user comes to a better understanding of the domain of examples (through learning about trade-o s and seeing many examples) and the system helps the user nd speci c items of interest by gradually re ning the goal.
Technical Overview
At the highest level of abstraction, all FindMe systems are very similar.
They contain a database, they retrieve from it items that meet certain constraints, and they rank the retrieved results by some criteria. What gives each FindMe system its character is the details of how this general pattern It is important in building a FindMe system to understand the relationship between features of the data and the selection task itself. We cannot make use of all features available in a database in a uniform way. The hours of operation of a restaurant are rarely as important as how much a typical meal costs, for example. Also, it does not make sense to build every possible tweaking option into the interface. Rarely would a user look at an apartment and say \I want something just like that, but more expensive." FindMe systems concentrate on a single possible use for the data in a database, but because of this focus, they can provide more assistance to the user.
The Entree implementation
Entree contains the essence of the FindMe idea, stripped down to its essentials. It therefore makes a good example with which to explain the functionality of a FindMe system. Entree consists of a handful of perl scripts that handle the output of web pages, and several C++ programs that implement FindMe functionality. Conceptually, a restaurant r is represented in the system as a tuple < i; d; N; F >, where i is a unique integer identi er for each restaurant used to index the tuple, d contains the name of the restaurant and other descriptive text about it to be displayed for the user's bene t, N is a set of indexed trigrams, a decomposition of the restaurant's name into three letter sequences (see below), and F is the set of features of the restaurant itself.
When the user enters Entree from the initial page (Figure 1) , there are two possibilities (a) a particular restaurant has been entered as a model, or (b) a set of high-level features has been selected from the set of menus.
In the rst case, the system must attempt to nd a restaurant with the name the user has supplied. Since users are likely to mistype, misremember or misspell such names, we have a fuzzy string comparison routine that uses trigrams, looking for the restaurant name in the database that shares the most trigrams with what the user typed. The comparison is also sensitive to the location in the name where the sequence occurs. We nd that this enables many misspellings to match with the correct restaurant. The name matcher returns the id for the restaurant that the user has named, which is used to lookup the corresponding feature set.
In the case of the second entry point, the user selects a set of high-level features describing their dining interests. For example, a casual seafood restaurant for a large group. These high-level features are decomposed into a set of low-level database features. In either case, the entry point provides the system with a set of features, F . In the menu case, Entree also gets some goal information it can later use to tune its ranking of results. The next step is retrieval of R, the set of all restaurants containing one or more features from F . R is a large set, typically 20-50% of the entire database. For example, when the user selects \Legal Seafood," we retrieve all Chicago restaurants that serve seafood, but also all that charge about $15, all that are similarly casual, etc.
On R, we perform a hierarchical sort. Suppose we have an ordered list of goals fG 1 ; : : : ; G k g, we can apply the goal-related metric M G 1 to each retrieved example. Since the metric is discrete, we can create equivalence classes or buckets based on the score returned by this metric: B ; : : :, another series of more nely-discriminated buckets. We can repeat this process until either all possible ranking operations have been performed or there is a totally-ordered set of examples to show. To make the process e cient, we continuously truncate the set of buckets so that it contains only the minimum number of buckets needed to answer the query.
Entree has a default ordering of goals that is assumed if the user enters a restaurant by name: cuisine is the rst priority, followed by price. So the rst two passes on sorting will return all of the seafood restaurants ordered inversely by price, starting from the $15 price bracket. The next goal the system assumes is atmosphere: the feel of the dining experience. Finally, we use ratings of quality to rank the nal list.
Hierarchical sort is preferred over other ordering schemes, such as weighted sum scoring, because of the e ciencies allowed by working with one feature at a time. Our retrieval method is extremely promiscuous, so evaluating a complete similarity metric on every retrieved item would be prohibitive. With a hierarchical method, we can use a succession of simple tests that quickly trim the set of items under consideration to a manageable size. The other bene t of hierarchical sorting is that preserves an absolute ordering of goal consideration. Sorting by the second most important goal will impose an ordering only on those items already determined to be equivalent with respect to the most important goal.
The restaurants are returned on a \results" page as shown in Figure 2 , with a single restaurant highlighted, and a list of links to other similar restaurants below. Each of these links returns another results page, di ering only in that the chosen restaurant is highlighted instead.
All of the tweaks are implemented in essentially the same way. We perform retrieval based on similarity, just as described above, however, we then lter out of R all of the restaurants that do not satisfy the tweak given. For example, if the user looking at Figure 2 decides to look for something \nicer," the system would calculate how \nice" it thinks \Bob Chinn's Crab House" is, and then creates a subset R 0 of all of the restaurants in R that are nicer than \Bob Chinn's." It then performs the ranking in exactly the same way as before, looking at cuisine, price, atmosphere, etc. In some cases, the result of the tweak lter will be empty, in which case, we report to the user that there are no more restaurants along the given dimension within the preferred cuisine. The system will not switch from \seafood" to \French" in order to continue along the \nicer" dimension, because cuisine is so basic to the restaurant-nding task. This option is available to the user via the \Cuisine" tweak.
Car Navigator
The rst FindMe system was the Car Navigator, an assisted browsing system for new car models. Using the interface, which resembles a car magazine, the user ips to the section of the magazine containing the type of car he or she is interested in. Cars are rated against a long list of criteria such as horsepower, price or gas mileage, which are initially set by default for the car class, but can be directly manipulated. Retrieval is performed by turning the page of the magazine, at which point the criteria are turned into a search query and a new set of cars is retrieved. Depending on how the preferences have changed, the system may suggest that the user move to a di erent class of cars. For example, if the user started with economy cars and started to increase the performance requirement, the system might suggest sports cars instead. Figure 3 shows the user interface for Car Navigator.
---- Figure 3 here ---- It is possible for the user to set the preferences to an impossible feature combination: one that violates the constraints present in the car domain. This triggers an explanation of the trade-o that the user has encountered. For example, if a user requests good gas mileage and then requests high horsepower the yellow light will come on next to the gas mileage and horsepower features. The system explains that there is a trade-o between horsepower and gas mileage, and the user will have to alter his or her preferences in one area or the other.
In addition to the ne-grained manipulation of preferences, Car Navigator permits larger jumps in the feature space through buttons that alter many variables at once. If the user wants a car that is \sportier" than the one he is currently examining, this implies a number of changes to the feature set: larger engine, quicker acceleration, and a willingness to pay more, for example. For the most common such search strategies, Car Navigator supplies four buttons: sportier, roomier, cheaper, and classier. Each button modi es the entire set of search criteria in one step. Although direct manipulation of the features was appealing in some situations, we found that most users preferred to use the retrieval strategies to redirect the search.
The implementation details for this system are outlined in The interface was implemented in C, and the database in Lisp, using TCP streams to pass retrieval requests. This design made the interface very responsive, but still allowed us the maximum exibility in our handling of data.
Video Navigator and PickAFlick
We used our experience in building Car Navigator in the construction of a system for browsing movie videos for rental. This system, Video Navigator, draws on a database of 7500 movies from a popular video reference work 13]. The system is organized as a sequence of shelves divided into categories. The user has several tools that can be used to make queries into the shelves. Once at a particular shelf, the user can select movies and look at additional information about them, such as plot summaries, cast lists, etc.
The retrieval mechanism in Video Navigator is implemented in a set of interface agents, called clerks. This design choice was due to the nature of the movie domain. Users have seen more movies than they have cars. They know more points in the information space, so need less help from the system in getting around. The clerks remain passive until the user selects a particular movie to examine. There are four clerks: one recalls movies based on their genre, one recalls movies based on their actors, another on directors, and still another arrives at suggestions by comparing the user against the pro les of other users. Whenever the user picks a movie to inspect, each clerk retrieves and suggests another related movie. It is as if the user has a few knowledgeable movie bu s following her around the store, suggesting movies based on their particular area of expertise. The user can choose to follow up or ignore the suggestions. Table 2 : Implementation details for Video Navigator Navigator.
It turned out to be di cult to implement tweaking in the movie domain. While we could easily derive buttons that might be useful: \less violence," for example, it quickly became clear that there were too many possible tweaks to have buttons for each. Ultimately, we would like to have users supply tweaks in natural language phrases and use simple natural language processing techniques to allow the system to recognize tweaks such as \too violent," \I hate musicals," or \Not Mel Gibson." ---- Figure 4 goes here ---- Figure 4 : The interface for Video Navigator The implementation of Video Navigator is summarized in Table 2 .
We built the system entirely in Macintosh Common Lisp, using the builtin interface development tools. The knowledge base in Video Navigator consists of similarity relations between actors and in uence relationships between directors.
Using the same knowledge base and algorithms, we created PickAFlick, an adaptation of Video Navigator to the World-Wide Web. Instead of a browsing interface with a map and shelves, we allow the user to enter the name of a known movie in free text. This movie is used to generate suggestions using retrieval strategies like the clerks in Video Navigator.
For example, suppose the user enters the name of the movie Bringing Up Baby, a classic screwball comedy starring Cary Grant and Katharine Hepburn. PickAFlick locates similar movies using three di erent strategies. Table 3 : Implementation details for PickAFlick dies. As Figure 5 shows, it nds His Girl Friday, another comedy from the same era starring Cary Grant, as well as several others. The second strategy looks for movies with similar casts. This strategy will discard any movies already recommended, but it nds more classic comedies, in particular The Philadelphia Story, which features the same team of Grant and Hepburn. The director strategy returns movies made by Howard Hawks, preferring those of a similar genre.
---- Figure 5 goes here ---- Figure 5 : A search result from PickAFlick We expanded our movie database when moving to the web platform, handling an order of magnitude more movies, as shown in Table 3 . Since the Lisp image containing this database took about 60 seconds to load and initialize, it was impractical to load and run it in response to each web request. We set up the Lisp image as a server, responding to requests from a TCP stream. This stream is created and managed by a set of perl scripts that handle the web requests using the CGI protocol to interact with our web server.
RentMe
All of our subsequent FindMe systems have been web-based. RentMe is an interface to a database of classi ed ads for rental apartments. A typical apartment seeker might have a goal like \I'd like a place like what I have now but a little bigger and in a neighborhood with more stu to do nearby." Notions such as \like the apartment I live in now" are idiosyncratic and can only be evaluated by the user examining a particular apartment listing. Another important aspect of the goal stated above is its reference to knowledge outside of the domain of the apartment listings themselves. To know whether a neighborhood has \more things to do," one must know something about the city itself.
The entry point for RentMe is a set of menus: for neighborhood, price and size. The list of apartments meeting these constraints forms the starting point for continued browsing. As shown in Figure 6 , the user can improve the search by selecting any apartment and using it as the basis for further retrieval by tweaking. The \Cheaper" button is used to tell the system to nd similar apartments that are cheaper. The system performs another round of retrieval, keeping in mind the features of the apartment the user originally selected. As shown in Figure 7 , it only nds one acceptable apartment in the same neighborhood, so it relaxes the neighborhood constraint and begins to look at other, similar, neighborhoods for cheaper apartments.
---- Figure 6 goes here ---- 
Entree
Entree was our rst attempt to build a FindMe system that was sufciently stable, robust and e cient to survive as a public web site. Our previous systems were implemented in Common Lisp, and could not be made available for public access without regular monitoring. Also, all of the FindMe systems discussed so far keep the entire corpus of examples in memory (the Lisp workspace). This technique has the advantage of quick access and easy manipulation of the data, but it is not realistic in that it cannot be easily updated or scaled up to very large data sets. We use a combination of dbm, a free database package for Unix, and at text les to store the data for Entree.
The system has been operation on the World-Wide Web since August 1996 in the con guration described in Table 5 . It was rst used by attendees of the Democratic National Convention in Chicago. In addition to its database of restaurants, Entree also has knowledge of cuisines | in particular, the similarities between cuisines. This enables it to smooth over some of the discontinuities that exist between our di erent data sources. In some sources, \Tex-Mex" was considered a cuisine, in others only \Mexican" was used.
Kenwood
Our most recent FindMe system allows users to navigate through various con gurations for home theater systems. The user can enter the system two ways: by selecting a budget or by identifying particular components they already own. The user also must specify the type of room the system will operate in. The user can browse among the con gurations by adjusting the budget constraint, the features of the room or by adding, removing or Table 5 : Implementation details for Entree replacing components. Since we are dealing with con gurations of items, it is also possible to construct a system component by component and use that system as a starting point. This makes the search space somewhat di erent than the other systems discussed so far, in that every combination of features that can be expressed actually exists in the system. Figure 8 shows the system after the user has asked to look at a systems around $1500. The bottom part of the screen has button to alter the parameters around which the con guration was built: the price tag, the room size, and particular components involved.
---- Figure 8 goes here ---- Figure 8 : Results retrieved by the Kenwood system. Our database in Kenwood is not of individual stereo components and their features, but rather entire con gurations and their properties. Although the database is large as indicated in Table 6 , each entry in the database is very simple, just the price for the overall con guration, the constraints it satis es, and a ag for each of the possible components. An adapted version of Kenwood is currently part of the web presence for Kenwood, USA, and is accessible from <URL:http://www.mykenwood.com/Build/>. (Choose \Build System.") Kenwood was our rst experience using standard database techniques for data access. In Entree, we used dbm and at text les of our own design, obviously not a method easily scaled or extended. The Kenwood system uses a subset of the Standard Query Language (SQL), as implemented in System Kenwood Platform Web (Sun Solaris) Language C++ (2800 lines) perl (2700 lines) Database mSQL Data Size 3 MB (340k con gurations) URL http://www.mykenwood.com/Build Table 6 : Implementation details for Kenwood mSQL. 1 The structure of the data and the constraints of the interface to the database meant that we could not use the same retrieval techniques as in our other systems. Instead we create queries for speci c values, and then relax the constraint in steps if no answers are found. This is an ine cient method, but the domain of examples in Kenwood is su ciently compact that the system rarely has to relax more than a single increment. The knowledge in the Kenwood system is in the system's relaxation techniques, and in the construction of the database itself, which is essentially an encoding of a similarity metric over the di erent con gurations.
3.6 Summary of Implemented Systems Table 7 gives an overview of the di erent FindMe searching and browsing techniques that are employed in each of the systems we have discussed. Not every technique is appropriate in every domain and as the table shows no system actually makes use of all of the techniques we have explored.
In general, we have tried to minimize interface complexity, particularly in our web-based applications. Usually that precludes the use of low-level features in retrieval because any interface that presents all such features would be cumbersome. Similarly, in the movie domain, the set of high-level features (particularly all the di erent genres and subgenres known to the system) was simply too large to be easily presented: the example-trading interface for PickAFlick enabled us to provide the FindMe functionality cleanly and simply. Interface constraints also entered in the decision not to employ tweaking in Video Navigator and PickAFlick. There are simply too many things that the user might dislike about a movie for us to present a comprehensive set of tweak buttons. The natural language tweaking capacity discussed above is the most likely candidate for a tweaking mechanism in this domain, but that remains a goal for future research. One important distinguishing characteristic between domains in the degree of \naming" that one can expect. Some objects like restaurants and movies have well-de ned names, but apartments and stereo systems do not. Naming is essential in using examples as retrieval cues: we would otherwise have to require that users completely de ne the features of an example they want the system to work from.
Explanations of trade-o s are only useful in domains where the trade-o is meaningful and where tweaks are implemented. In the domain of movies, it isn't particularly meaningful to report that user has tried to move into a corner of the space where no movies exist. If you want something more violent than \Texas Chainsaw Massacre" and no such movie exists, there probably is little useful feedback the system could give. 2 While the FindMe research project has demonstrated the wide applicability of our research ideas to many information access domains, and given us con dence that they apply in many more, we have not to date demonstrated the e ectiveness of the systems in any formal sense. It would be useful to create a \standard" database system incorporating the same data as Entree for example, and compare the performance of users given the same task to perform on a FindMe system versus the standard.
One issue to be addressed in such an evaluation is the design of an appropriate evaluation task. One of our research goals in FindMe systems is to help users nd items that are meaningful and useful to them, even if they cannot fully articulate why the item is appropriate. This makes arti cial evaluation tasks inappropriate: for example, if users were assigned the task of \ nding a good steakhouse for dinner," di erent users might be expected to nd di erent restaurants, since they would probably evaluate them di erently. We would also need to evaluate cognitive change as a result of using the system to determine if the system has succeeded in teaching users about the structure of the data space.
One important result of our continued research has been the re nement of the core FindMe engine. This shell forms the computational component of Entree and could be easily adapted with a di erent knowledge base to operate in any FindMe domain. In its current state, the knowledge base must be encoded in the system as large constant data structures. We are developing a more exible version of the shell that would operate on declarative knowledge structures, and on the knowledge acquisition tools needed to create those structures for any database and domain.
Related Work
The problem of navigating through complex information spaces is a topic of active interest in the AI community. (See, for example, 2, 5, 6].) Much of this research is directed at browsing in unconstrained domains, such as the World-Wide Web, where pages can be on any topic and users' interests are extremely varied. As a result, these systems must use knowledge-poor methods, typically statistical ones.
Our task in FindMe systems is somewhat di erent. We expect users to have highly-focused goals, such as nding a suitable apartment to rent. The data being browsed all represents the same type of entity, in the case of RentMe, apartment ads. As a result, we can build substantial, detailed knowledge into our systems that enables them to identify trade-o s, compare entities in the information space, and respond to user goals. All of these properties make FindMe systems more powerful than general-purpose browsing assistants.
In the area of information retrieval, browsing is usually a poor cousin to retrieval, which is seen as the main task in interacting with an information source. The metrics by which information systems are measured do not typically take into account their convenience for browsing. The ability to tailor retrieval by obtaining user response to retrieved items has been implemented in some information retrieval systems through relevance feedback 9] and through retrieval clustering 3].
Our approach di ers from relevance feedback approaches in both explicitness and exibility. In most relevance feedback approaches, the user selects some retrieved documents as being more relevant than others, but does not have any detailed feedback about the features used in the retrieval process.
In FindMe systems, feedback is given through the use of tweaks. The user does not say \Give me more items like this one," the aim of relevance feedback and clustering systems, but instead asks for items that are di erent in some particular way.
Examples have been used as the basis for querying in databases since the development of Query-By- Example 12] . Most full-feature database systems now o er the ability to construct queries in the form of a ctitious database record with certain features xed and others variable. The RABBIT system 14] took this capacity one step further and allowed retrieval by incremental reformulation, letting the user incorporate parts of retrieved items into the query, successively re ning it. Like these systems, FindMe uses examples to help the user elaborate their queries, but it is unique in the use of knowledgebased reformulation to redirect search based on speci c user goals.
Another line of research aimed at improving human interaction with databases is the \dynamic query" approach 11]. These system use twodimensional graphical maps of a data space in which examples are typically represented by points. Queries are created by moving sliders that correspond to features, and the items retrieved by the query are shown as appropriately colored points in the space. This technique has been very e ective for twodimensional data such as maps, but only when the relevant retrieval variables are scalar values representable by sliders.
Like FindMe, the dynamic query approach has the bene t of letting users discover trade-o s in the data because users can watch the pattern of the retrieved data change as values are manipulated. However, dynamic query systems have no declarative knowledge about trade-o s, and cannot explain to users how they might modify their search or their expectations in light of the trade-o . Also, as we found in Car Navigator, direct manipulation is less e ective when there are many features to be manipu-lated, especially when users may not be aware of the relationships between features.
Our use of knowledge-based methods to the retrieval of examples has its closest precedent in retrieval systems used in case-based reasoning (CBR) 4, 7, 8] . A case-based reasoning system solves new problems by retrieving old problems likely to have similar solutions. Because the retrieval step is critical to the CBR model, researchers in this area have concentrated on developing knowledge-based methods for precise, e cient retrieval of well-represented examples. For some tasks, such as case-based educational systems, where cases serve a variety of purposes, CBR systems use a variety of retrieval strategies that measure similarity in di erent ways 1].
Conclusion
FindMe systems perform a needed function in a world of ever-expanding information resources. Each system is an expert on a particular kind of information, extracting information on demand as part of the user's exploration of a complex domain. In FindMe systems, users are an integral part of the knowledge discovery process, elaborating their information needs in the course of interacting with the system. One need only have general knowledge about the set of items and only an informal knowledge of one's needs; the system knows about the tradeo s, category boundaries, and useful search strategies in the domain.
Robustness in the face of user uncertainty and ignorance is another important aspect of FindMe systems. Most people's understanding of real world domains such as cars and movies is vague and ill-de ned. This makes constructing good queries di cult or impossible. We believe therefore that an information system should always provide the option of examining a \rea-sonable next piece," of information, given where the user is now. These next pieces are derived through the application of retrieval strategies.
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